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Abstract: Organizations need to deal with change in order to remain competitive in
a dynamic, global business world. When business processes need to be redesigned, it
often remains unclear why a process evolved to its current form. Against this back-
ground, process change documentations can be helpful in order to illustrate and capture
change information. The main purpose of this paper is to expand our understanding
on how to visualize process change information and to explore the concept of timeline
visualization for this application area. Using an expert inspection approach, we first
identify shortcomings of existing timeline tools in meeting visualization requirements
of business process change. We propose a conceptual design for change visualiza-
tion using timelines that aims to support a contextual, temporal and comprehensive
documentation of business process model changes.

1 Introduction

One major incentive of organizations to document processes and to record process change

is to conform to internal or external requirements, such as the ISO 9000 standards and

guidelines. The documentation of change may refer to various attributes of change, for

example, the reasons for change, planned changes, and actual changes performed. Time

is as well a representative attribute of change which specifies e.g., the point of time and

time period change is planned, actually performed, applied, and the number of changes

within a specific time span. As the predominant purpose of timelines is to visualize histor-

ical, current and future actions and events, and simultaneously support the representation

of complementary information, e.g. in different views, we chose timelines as visualiza-

tion method for process model change documentation. To provide an explanation why

timelines are especially suitable to visualize the timely change of processes we can draw

on research in cognitive psychology. For instance, [HDL68] demonstrated that people
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rely on internal spatial representations (mental models) when they solve logic problems

in reasoning, even when those problems are nonspatial and abstract. Literature reveals

that for the two relation pairs relevant for the context of process change: earlier-later and

cause-effect there is a clear preference to assign earlier-later to left-to-right followed by

top-to-bottom and to assign cause-effect to top-to-bottom and left-to-right. This natural as-

sociation between left-to-right and time is also reflected in the fact that temporal relations

are usually expressed from left-to-right on the horizontal axis in graphs [TKW91]. Based

on these observations, we applied timelines as visualization method to support documen-

tation of changes in process models. In this paper we investigate timelines for process

model version management. Our research was guided by the following questions: (1)

Which attributes of change may be helpful for understanding changes and required for

documenting process change? (2) Can timelines help to document and visualize change

of process models in a structured and interactive way? We evaluated selected timeline

tools according to change visualization requirements in business processes by means of

expert inspection. Based on the gained insights of the inspection sessions, we developed

a visualization concept in order to offer: (a) the documentation of process model evolu-

tion and detailed temporally related information about change, (b) an understanding of the

change in a bigger context (possible triggers/events for change as well as temporal rela-

tionships between triggers and actions), and (c) detailed information about the change per

se that is loosely coupled with the time attribute of change (e.g., what was changed and

who performed the change).

2 Changes of Business Process Models

In this section we focus on change in the context of business process models and discuss

change attributes (illustrated in Figure 1) valuable for documentation in detail.

Process models. As a process model can be changed several times during its lifecycle, sev-

eral versions of the process model can exist. Business process models consist of a set of

activities with execution constraints between them and they are performed to achieve busi-

ness goals. A business process model is a blueprint for a set of business process instances,

which represent concrete cases of the process [Wes07, p.7]. After changing actions are

taken, the resulting process model represents the desired adjusted process schema. There

exist different approaches for version control in business process change management. For

example, repositories can be used to support an incremental numbering system for process

model versions (see e.g., [IBM05]). A further approach is to illustrate evolvement along

the two axes process improvement and temporary adaptation (represented by a three-digit

string x.y.z where x denotes the major version, y denotes the minor version and z denotes

the temporary variation). Another approach it to present versions as directed graphs (see

e.g., [ZL07]), or as version trees (see e.g., [KG99]). Other tools, such as process mashups

like Gravity [DKN+10]) support the logging of conducted model changes. For the process

model timeline concept presented in this paper we use the following graphs (as discussed

in our previous work [KKRM11]: the initial graph A which illustrates the first or the cur-

rent version of the process, the adjusted graph A’ which illustrates the subsequent version
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Description Artifact Examples

Process models
Change is performed on process models.
The result are versions of process models.

Initial process models
Changed process models

Process model A version 1
Process model A version 2

Actions
Change actions describe (a) what has to be
changed and (b) what was changed.

Action planned
Planned change actions before change is
actually performed.

Documentation of planned
change actions

parallelize (S,B,C,D) = <deleteEdge(S,B,C),
deleteEdge(S,C,D), insertEdge(S,A,C),
insertEdge(S,A,D)>

Evaluation
Evaluation of planned change actions before
change actions are performed.

Evaluation results of planned
change actions

Parallel work is possible. Tasks need not to wait for
data from other tasks. Analyse results show a xy%
decrease of process duration.

Action taken
Change actions performed on the process
model.

Documentation of performed
change actions

parallelize (S,B,C,D) = <deleteEdge(S,B,C),
deleteEdge(S,C,D), insertEdge(S,A,C),
insertEdge(S,A,D)>

Change
tracking graph

The change tracking graph contains the
graph elements of the initial graph that are
affected and not affected by the change. Change tracking graph Change tracking graph A*_(v1-v2)

Time Date or time frame of the change. Documentation of the date 21st Jan 2010 - 23rd Sept 2010

Trigger Reasons for change.
Documentation of change
triggers

Legislation amendment, XY Act § 10
xy% time saving

Change actor Person(s) who perform the change. List of change actors, teams
Internal: Department for XY
Persons: Max Mustermann, Rainer Zufall

Lessons learned
Change experiences and assessment results
of the implemented changes.

Documentation of lessons
learned

The questionaire and reflection meetings served as
"sensing tools" for...
The initial process model A seemed to be modeled in a
too complex way. A remodeling may support
understandability...
The XY analysis of the actions planned was particularly
suitable for …

Change attributes

Figure 1: Attributes of process model change.

of the process (a process model may have several versions during its lifecycle), and the

change tracking graph A* which is discussed in more detail in the paragraph Actions.

Actions. Another attribute are change actions (or change instructions) which describe (a)

what has to be changed (action planning, e.g. documented in a change notice by means

of change patterns or primitives [WRRM08]) and (b) what change has been performed

(action taking, e.g., documented in a change record by means of a table or graph). Be-

fore change actions are performed, they need to be planned, evaluated, and documented.

Change of business process models can range from evolutionary-, and ad-hoc change, right

up to business process redesign. Evolutionary change is often the result of reengineering

efforts [vdAB02, p.2] and concerns the structural change of the process. The new version

of the process model is relevant for all (new) process instances. Ad-hoc change becomes

necessary when dealing with real-world exceptions (e.g. errors, rare events or special de-

mands) and usually concerns single cases – process instances [WMC99] – or case groups

[vdAB02, RRD03, RRD04]. The challenge of business process redesign is to come up

with a new process design [MR05], e.g. from scratch or based on the radical improvement

of current processes. In this work we focus on evolutionary change by considering pro-

cess model versions. We understand change as a predefined set of changes (e.g. expressed

by means of change patterns [WRRM08]) conducted to an already existing graph during

a specific time frame. We use the change tracking graph A* to visualize and document

change actions conducted on the initial or current graph A in order to receive further pro-

cess versions. The change tracking graph A* contains, as presented in our previous work
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[KKRM11], the graph elements of the initial graph A that are not affected by the change,

deleted, and added during change. We provide a set-based definition of the change tracking

graph A* in order to explain the content of the graph.

Change Tracking Graph (CTG). Let P be the set of process graphs and A, A’, A* ∈ P.

A=(N,E) is a directed graph with N defining the set of nodes, and E defines the set of

edges, E ! N ×N . Let A’=(N’,E’) be the adjusted graph after changing the initial graph

A. σ is a predefined sequence of change patterns to be performed on the initial graph A. A

[ σ〉 A’. We denote A* := (N*,E*) as change tracking graph where:

- N* = N ∪Nadd = (N ∩N ′) ∪ (Nadd ∪Ndel),

- E* = E ∪ Eadd = (E ∩ E′) ∪ (Eadd ∪ Edel),

- Nadd = N ′ \N , Ndel = N \N ′, Eadd = E′ \ E, Edel = E \ E′.

In [KKRM11] we had further introduced three possible change tracking states of graph

elements. Graph elements that are inserted are signed as activated elements, deleted

elements are denoted as deactivated elements, and graph elements that are not affected

by the change are marked as initial elements.

Change Tracking States. Let the assumptions be as in Definition 1. Let T be a set of

possible change tracking states with T:={deactivated, activated, initial}, and t ∈ T. For

A*=(N*,E*) we define a function track that assigns the corresponding change tracking

state to each node and edge.

track: (N* ∪ E*) → T

track(x) :=



deactivated, if x ∈ Ndel ∪ Edel,

activated, if x ∈ Nadd ∪ Eadd,

initial, else (x ∈ (N ∩ N’) ∪ (E ∩ E’)).

Change primitives. We could compute A, A’, A* based on the set-based definition as pre-

sented above. However, as change is typically applied in an incremental manner, and we

do actually know the change, we opt for determining the change tracking graphs by ex-

ploiting the changes. The basic requirement for this approach is that we can express all

kinds of change patterns by means of the following change primitives [RRJK06]: ’delete

node’ (removing one node), ’delete edge’ (removing one edge), ’insert node’ (adding one

node) and ’insert edge’ (adding one edge). The following rules for calculating change

tracking graphs hold:

- track(x) = initial [DELETE (x)〉 track (x) = deactivated

- track(x) = [INSERT (x)〉 track (x) = activated

for x ∈ N’ ∪ E’, ∀ x ∈ N ∪ E: track (x)

Using insert and delete allows to mark the change with particular visual properties with-

out challenging the graph user with an exaggerated number of new visual appearances of

the graph elements. All relevant change patterns as presented in [WRRM08] can be sepa-

rated into these four change primitives. The graph elements are marked according to their

change tracking state with the selected visual properties color, brightness, or size.
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Visual Properties in CTG. Let Z be a set of possible visual properties for change, with Z

:= {Color, Size, Brightness} and z ∈ Z. For A*=(N*,E*) we define a function visualizec
which assigns for each node and edge the corresponding visual property z ∈ Z.

visualizec: (N∗ ∪ E∗) → (Color ∪ Size ∪ Brightness)

visualizec (x) :=

{
C1, if track(x) = deactivated,

C2, if track(x) = activated.

and C1 ∈ Color =⇒ C2 ∈ Color (holds for Size Brightness resp.)

The change tracking graph is used in our design approach to document and highlight the

changes implemented in the process model. The graph can be illustrated in two different

layouts [KKRM11]. One layout highlights the past by preserving the layout of the initial

graph A (mental map). The other layout reflects the future by adopting the layout of

the adjusted process model, graph A’, which is designed according to particular aesthetic

criteria. Both layouts of the change tracking graph were considered in our approach.

Time. Time is an attribute of change that specifies the date or the time frame in which

the change is performed. The time period of the different process model versions should

be clearly represented. Time is also relevant to understand relationships between internal

or external events (in the organizations’s internal and external environment) as well as

planned and implemented change actions.

Trigger. Triggers (or reasons) for change range from external factors – e.g., economic,

legal, and technological developments – to more specific internal factors such as design

errors, missing data sets and technical problems of workflow management systems used

[vdAJ00]. Triggers may also refer to specific customer demands or rare events [vdAJ00].

In this work we consider triggers for evolutionary changes of process models.

Change actor. The person(s) who performed the change should be clearly represented

and may include, for example, modelers and business process redesign teams.

Lessons learned. The assessment of the outcome (implemented changes) and the doc-

umentation of generated knowledge based on the change experience should as well be

considered as a valuable attribute of change.

3 Methodology

Three different timelines were prepared for exemplary process models to represent the

models’ evolution along a time axis. The timelines were created by using three differ-

ent timeline tools OfficeTimeline20101, TimelineStudio2 and TimelineMaker3. It was de-

cided that the best method to adopt for analyzing the timelines was expert inspection.

Inspection is one of the usability methods that aim to find usability problems in a design

[Nie94, RC08, Wil09]. The inspection was guided by the visualization requirements for

process change which are presented in Section 4 and was performed by three inspectors

1http://www.officetimeline.com/ <accessed 15.06.2012 >
2http://www.timelinestudio.co.uk, trial version <accessed 15.06.2012 >
3http://www.timelinemaker.com, trial version <accessed 15.06.2012 >
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individually. The inspection results were discussed during a consensus meeting. Based on

findings of the inspection sessions and the attributes of process model change, the visu-

alization concept for a timeline was developed that particularly focused on the support of

process model change documentations. During the design phase, the mock-up was evalu-

ated by means of walkthrough [Nie94, RC08] in order to discuss each change requirement

and to identify problems with the design early in the process.

4 Change Visualization Requirements for Business Processes

For the comparison of the timeline tools (see Section 5) and for the design of our approach

(see Section 6) we adapt the process change visualization requirements described in pre-

vious work [KRM12]: Clear change representation, Visibility of Relationships between

Versions, Different Views and Interaction.

The requirements arose from a systematic literature review about characteristics of changes

and visualization approaches in combination with a user survey in order to identify user’s

experiences and expectations with regard to change visualizations [KRM12]. The pre-

sented requirements primarily describe what a visualization should provide to present

change information and can be used as measurable benchmarks for the evaluation of vi-

sualization approaches. To make the different timeline tools clearly comparable for our

inspections, the following criteria are specified for each requirement.

Clear Change Representation. Timelines should consider all recorded changes of the

process model in order to get a fast overview what was changed in the process model

and which change actions (e.g., if a task is deleted or added in the process model) were

performed. Sources as a description of process model or a link to the original files of

the process models can be helpful to understand the logic behind the process models and

possible effects and consequences. Furthermore, timelines should support an easy access

to additional change attributes (e.g., actors who performed the changes, change triggers

and lessons learned).

Visibility of Relationships between Versions. It is necessary to consider when changes

were performed and how changes are related to each other in order to make versions more

comprehensible and comparable in process models. The representation of versions with

the help of timelines allows users to see the interconnections of versions along the time

axis. However, it is often useful to represent the information not only as a timeline but

also in textual form in order to make the graphical representation easier to understand or

to present detail information [FS97, Kri11].

Different Views. The representation of timelines in combination with their process models

and change information in a single view reduces the legibility and level of detail. There-

fore it is necessary to consider strategies in order to deal with large quantities of infor-

mation. Using multiple views is a possibility to simplify the design in such a way that

different information is split into different views (see e.g., [GRF08, Kri11, Nor05]). The

representation of timelines and their information in multiple views allows to analyze the

change information from different perspectives and to compare complementary or con-
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trasting information. For example, one view can present the timeline in combination with

the change actions as milestones while another view can directly highlight the change ac-

tions in the process model. Overview and detail is a strategy that uses multiple views to

provide an overview about the datasets and presents the corresponding detailed informa-

tion when a user selects a data item from the overview [CMS99, Kri11, Nor05]. Overview

and detail view are linked together and allow users a fast access to detailed information

[CMS99, Kri11]. For example, if a user clicks on a specific part in the timeline, the detail

information of the selected segment (e.g., change actions and who made the changes) is

shown.

Interaction. Because of limited screen space, it is necessary to find strategies which

support users to interact with the visualization in order to select the data items that should

be presented. Brushing and linking is a strategy to interact with datasets in multiple views

[Kri11, Nor05]. For example, if a user selects a data item in one view (brushing), this

data item is then also selected in other views (linking) [Kri11, Nor01]. Filtering and

searching allows users to find particular information depending on specific conditions or

ranges in order to highlight specific information of interest [Kri11, YKSJ07]. For example,

change information (such as change actions, change owner, and time span) can be filtered

out. Scrolling and panning are further interaction strategies for navigating through the

visualized information in case the screen is too small to present the whole information

at once [Kri11, Spe07]. Zooming is the ability to zoom in and out within a viewport in

order to magnify or minimize a particular area of the screen more closely (e.g., to resize

documents or images). Content zooming is an effective strategy in order to jump from the

overview to the detail information and vice versa. For visualization of timelines, content

zoom can be used to change the scale of the time axis in order to switch between year,

month, week, and day representation.

5 Timelines

We explore three widely used tools for timeline visualization, which are online available

for free or as a trial version: Office Timeline, Timeline Studio and Timeline Maker. Office

Timeline is an add-on for Power Point, thus, provides regular Power Point functionalities.

For users familiar with regular Power Point is is therefore easy to learn. It offers a wizard

to add timeline information and a variety of different visual timeline templates. Timeline

Studio and Timeline Maker are two tools specifically designed to support the generation

of timelines and manage detailed information belonging to timeline events.

5.1 Evaluation of Timelines

To determine the fit of the timeline tools with the specific purpose of visualizing process

change, the selected three timeline tools were reviewed according to a coding-schema de-

veloped on basis of the requirements which are presented in Section 4. Three experts
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first scored the tools independently and then discussed ratings in a face-to-face meeting to

reach a final, consensual rating. Figure 2 gives an overview of the results of the compar-

ison of the timeline tools. As all tools offered a separate presentation and editing mode,

the modes were independently reviewed. If not indicated otherwise in the table, presenta-

tion and editing mode got the same evaluation. Next, we discuss results concerning each

requirement, in turn:

Clear Change Representation. Representation of change actions is possible in all three

tools, mostly by adding text fields, in a notes files or by adding hyperlinks. Concerning

the representation of additional change attributes in general, it is not possible to enter

information in a structured way, but only as unstructured text. Therefore, consistency of

the type of information added (as change triggers, change actors or lessons learned) is up

to the editor. In Timeline Studio, users can see additional information in the detail view of

a version (e.g., in description or note). Similarly, Timeline Maker offers notes which can

be made visible in the presentation mode, too.

Visibility of Relationships between Versions. The support of process model visualiza-

tion was quite weak in all three tools and almost no interaction with the process models is

possible. In Office Timeline processes can be added as text (e.g., source code), as picture

or as video for representing the change tracking graph, sound or links to URLs. The other

tools also allow to link pictures and other types of files to specific events in the timeline,

however, the processes are not visible in the same view as the timeline, but only in a sepa-

rate window. Investigated timeline tools as a matter of fact support timeline visualization.

Office Timeline offers a function to automatically create a table of milestones and inter-

vals in chronological order based on the timeline. In Timeline Studio a textual description

of the timeline information sorted in chronological order can be exported into Microsoft

tools, but is not available in the tool itself. In TimelineMaker, the event entry as well as

the chronology order view represent the timeline in tabular format (both part of the editing

mode).

Different Views. In all three tools it is possible to see overview and detail information of

the timelines. For instance, in the tool Office Timeline hyperlinks can be used in the pre-

sentation mode for detailed information. In the editing mode thumbnails show an overview

of all slides on the left. However, there are no possibilities to show large timelines ade-

quately. Timeline Studio also offers several views in the editing mode. The home view

gives an overview about all process models and versions. Views on each process model

present detailed information (e.g., about change information, or a change tracking graph).

In addition, it is possible in the presentation mode to click on an event to see additional

information (in the form of text, pictures, or links) in a new window. TimelineMaker

presents overview and detail information in both, presentation and editing mode. In the

presentation mode detail information about events is available on demand. It can be linked

in form of files and text (place, notes, source), which are shown in a new window. In the

editing mode, there also exist several views for overview and detail, e.g., thumbnails for

overview. Concerning multiple views, Office Timeline uses this concept only in the edit-

ing mode (thumbnail, slideview, notes view). In Timeline Studio different views can also

be found in the editing mode, when details about an event (e.g., images, notes, links and

descriptions) are edited. TimelineMaker provides different views in several subwindows
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Office Timeline Timeline Studio Timeline Maker

Change actions Yes Yes Yes
Additional change attributes Yes Yes Yes

Process models Yes Yes Yes
No Yes Only in Editing Mode
Yes Yes Yes

Different views
Yes Yes Yes
Only in Editing Mode Yes Only in Editing Mode

Interaction
Brushing and linking Only in Editing Mode Only in Editing Mode Only in Editing Mode
Filter No Yes Yes
Scrolling Only in Editing Mode Yes Yes
Panning No No Only in Presentation Mode
Content zoom No Only in Editing Mode Only in Editing Mode

Only in Editing Mode No Yes
Only in Editing Mode Only in Editing Mode Only in Editing Mode

Criteria

Zooming

Overview and detail
Multiple views

Search

Clear change representation

Visibility of relationships between versions

Textual Representation
Timeline Representation

Figure 2: Evaluation of timeline tools.

in the editing mode. In general, it is not surprising that the tools use different views more

often in the editing mode than in the presentation mode, which usually tries to direct the

viewers’ attention on one piece of information at a time.

Interaction. Brushing and linking cannot be found in the presentation modes of the tools,

but only in the editing modes. However, this concept is not directly used for interaction

with the timeline, but to correctly associate detail and overview information (e.g., high-

lighting thumbnail of current slide on the left in Power Point). Filtering (e.g., of different

time ranges and groups of processes) could only be found in the tool Timeline Studio, but

not in the other tools. Scrolling is very common and could be found in all tools, while

panning was only used by Timeline Maker in the presentation mode. The results concern-

ing content zoom are interesting in so far as they demonstrate that the two time line tools

Timeline Studio and Timeline Maker are targeting at dealing with the semantic informa-

tion of timelines, and thus providing this option, while Office Timeline focuses on mere

visualization of timeline information. Only Timeline Studio does not provide zooming. In

contrast, search as a basic tool functionality is provided by all tools in the editing mode.

6 Design Concept

Based on the insights which we gained during our inspection sessions (see Section 5),

we developed a visualization concept (see Figure 3 and Figure 4) in consideration of the

requirements presented in Section 4.

Different Views. Multiple views are used in order to support the presentation of change

information from different perspectives: timeline view, process model view and list view.

The timeline view provides an overview of all process models’ timelines. The juxtaposi-

tion of the different timelines allows users to compare the timelines with each other. After
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Figure 3: There exist three views: timeline view, list view and process model view. In this example
the process model ”Process SKS” is selected. Information (e.g., start date and end date) about
”Process SKS” is presented in the list view and the corresponding process model is visualized in the
process model view.

a timeline is selected, the list view presents the corresponding detailed information (e.g.,

start date, end date, description of the process model) and the process model is presented

in the process model view (see Figure 3). The timeline is depicted as a rectangle to visu-

alize the time span. The arrow symbol – located next to the process model name – allows

users to expand and collapse change information for each process model in the timeline

view (see Figure 4). In addition to expand or collapse the change information for each

timeline separately, it is also possible to expand or collapse all timelines at once (e.g., via

context menu). When users select the change information in the timeline, detailed infor-

mation about the changes is presented in the list view and the changes are highlighted in

combination with the corresponding process model in the process model view. In a previ-

ous study [KKRM11] we had evaluated two graph layouts for combining process models

with change information (also called change tracking graph). As already mentioned in

Section 2, one layout considered the mental map and the other layout optimized the graph

according to some aesthetic criteria. The results of the evaluation had shown that users

had different preferences. Thus, in our approach users have the choice how the change

tracking graph is presented in the process model view. The example in Figure 4 visualizes

the change tracking graph in consideration of the initial process model (mental map ap-

proach). A detailed description of the change visualization in the timeline view, list view,
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and process model view is presented in the subsection Clear Change Representation.

Interaction. The timeline view, process model view and list view are linked together

via brushing and linking technique. It is possible to select the process model in the list

view but also in the timeline view and the corresponding information about the selected

process model is updated in all three views. For example, in Figure 3 the process model

”Process SKS” is selected in the timeline view and the corresponding entry is highlighted

in the list view and the corresponding process model is presented in the process model

view. Furthermore, search and filter functions are available (e.g., via context menu) in

order to show only information that users want to analyze in detail. For example, users

can filter out periods in timelines without any change information, to present only changes

by a specific change owner or to show only the timelines within a specific time span.

The search function is helpful, e.g., to find a specific process model or a specific change

action within a process model. If a large amount of data has to be presented, scrolling

and panning are available to navigate within the different views. Furthermore, users have

the possibility to navigate between change actions with the help of two arrow symbols in

the process view in order to go step by step along the timeline (see Figure 4). Moreover, a

zooming function helps to magnify parts in the different views and content zooming allows

to switch between month, week, and day time scale.

Clear Change Representation. In all three views, users can see which change actions

were conducted. The information about change actions in the timeline view is available

after the timeline has been expanded. The change actions are visualized as lines and the

color reflects which kind of change actions (e.g. adding or deleting) were conducted. The

line represents the point of time when the change was made and the thickness of the lines

corresponds to the number of change actions for the specific time period. The example

in Figure 4 shows the change actions for the process model ”Process GHJ” and ”Process

SKS” in the timeline view. The time axis in this example splits the change actions into

months. With content zooming it is possible to present all change actions, e.g., from a

week or day for a detail analysis. Users can select the time unit (in Figure 4 months

are used) or each change action separately. If users click the white space between two

lines in the timeline, the process model version for this point in time is visualized in the

process model view. The selected change actions are presented in the list view and are

highlighted in the process model view. In all three views the same color code for the

change actions is used. Although other visual properties (e.g., brightness or size) can

also be used to highlight change actions in process models, one of our previous studies

[KKRM11] showed that the usage of color to present changes was for most participants

clear and preferred over other visual properties. Additional sources (e.g., description of

a process model as separate text file) can be included in the visualization. If additional

sources are available for a process model, a button in the process model view appears

to open these sources in a separate window (see Figure 4). Moreover, additional change

attributes (e.g., change owner) is presented in the list view. Furthermore, users have the

possibility to rate and comment the conducted changes (see Figure 4).

Visibility of Relationships between Versions. The change information is available graph-

ically in the timeline view and in the process model view as well as in textual form in the

list view. The change actions are listed chronologically in the list view and in the time-
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Figure 4: Change information can be expanded and collapsed for each timeline. Change information
is available in all three views. Users can rate and comment changes in the process model view. In this
example the like button is selected and the bar chart next to the rate buttons depicts the current voting
result. Furthermore, users can read and write comments. The comment window can be expanded or
collapsed on demand.

line view (see Figure 4). Furthermore, the list view also shows the dates when the changes

were conducted. The actual date is presented as a line in the timeline view in order to show

which process model is currently valid. Moreover, after filtering of or searching within a

specific time span, the time span is additionally highlighted in the timeline view and only

the timelines within the selected time span are visualized.

7 Conclusion

In this work we wanted to find out which attributes of change may be helpful for under-

standing and documenting changes and if timelines can help to document and visualize

change of process models. We presented and discussed change attributes (such as triggers,

process models, actions planned, evaluated and actually taken, time, actors and lessons

learned) that support a detailed documentation of change. To find out to what extend cur-

rent timelines can support the documentation of process model change, we first inspected

three widely used tools for timeline visualization in regard to their fit with the change
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visualization requirements for business processes identified in previous work [KRM12]

including the change attributes. Evaluation results showed that the requirements inter-

action and clear change representation offered room for improvement from the process

model change documentation perspective. We further presented a first concept for visual-

izing and documenting process model change by means of timelines. The design concept

for our approach was guided by relevant change visualization requirements and change

attributes. The representation of the change performed in process models was influenced

by the change tracking graph [KKRM11] as method to visualize and document change

actions. We believe this work is a valuable initial step towards a holistic visualization

solution for change documentations that address changes in and of process models.
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